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LAN Gaming 

Rules: 

1. For Elimination, single round of 15 minutes.  

2. For final, three rounds of 10 minutes each.  

3. Friendly fire and hardcore mode are enabled.  

4. Team Death match.  

5. Respawn time nil.6. Players can carry their own 

laptops/mouse/keyboard if they wish otherwise, it will be 
provided.  

Schedule:  

Part 1: Eliminations Part 2: Finals  Rule Changes: The 
Administrators reserve the right to modify the rules as needed. 

The numbers of winning rounds may differ in first round, 

according to the number of participant teams. In case of the 
change, the teams will be informed about the change by the 

admin. Teams are responsible to check the rules on a regular 

basis and prior to the event to ensure they are in complete 
compliance. Teams must understand that rules listed are 
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guidelines to ensure fair and competitive play and are subject to 

interpretation by the administrators based on the spirit of the 
game. Disconnection: Any disconnection of the connection 

between match players due to System, Network, PC, and/or 
Power problems/issues will result into restart of match 

Intentional. Disconnection: Upon judgment by the referee, any 

offending player will be charged with a loss by forfeit Penalty 
for Unfair Play.  

1. Unfair play  

2. Use of any cheat program  

3. Intentional disconnection  

4. Use of any settings exceeding standard and permitted settings  

5. If the match is disrupted due to unnecessary chatting, the 

player may be given a warning or lose by default at the 

referee’s sole discretion.  
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6. Upon discovery of any player committing any 

violations regarded as unfair play, that player will be 

disqualified from the tournament.  

7. During the course of any match, the operations staff 

and/or referee may determine other actions to be unfair 

play at any time. Two warnings constitute being 

disqualified from the tournament.  

 


